
Colin Sutton Workshop 

The idea behind the workshop was to give members a taste of what is being asked of those 
wanting to have a go at the Colin Sutton Competition. The Colin Sutton Cup is given for 
humour, and this year the focus is on satire. 

To Séan this sub genre incorporates elements of social comment, absurdity, fun, and 
farce. In fact, the darker the subject matter, the more the story needs an element of farce. 
For instance, he gave Tom Sharpe’s Riotous Assembly as a case in point. 

At heart it’s the author’s personal outlet for all the atrocities he witnessed while living 
and working as a social worker in South Africa during the years of Apartheid. This he does 
via his creation of Konstabel Els, who is institutional racism incarnate. Through Els and the 
situations he puts him in, Sharpe lampoons the South African State of the time. 

Sharpe gives the same treatment to all the stout traditions of Cambridge University, 
embodied in the stoic, short-tempered “never in my day” porter, Skullion, of Porterhouse 
Blue. 

Séan also made reference to the half hour sit-com story. In The Good Life, Margo, ever 
mindful of keeping her dignity and social standards nevertheless helps to muck out the pigs 
and falls fowl of herself. Captain Mainwaring’s approach to winning the War is no different 
to running a well ordered day at the bank, and as a result he only adds to the chaotic 
situations his platoon gets itself in.  

With all this and in light of the competition guidelines members were asked to: 
1)  List or name inescapable aspect(s) of life that annoy or outrage. If it’s something 

that crops up again and again, so much the better. For example, applying for a loan 
application for the first time. 

2) List reasons making a chosen aspect annoying or outrageous. For example, with the 
bank loan: -  

i) Frustration / sense of entrapment 

ii) Loss of control 

iii) Unrelinquished funds 

iv) Unreasonableness of those in control 

v) The unwillingness of those in control to change 

3) Describe situation(s) making the thing unavoidable. (This stage is more to do with 

fleshing out the beginnings of a plot.) One’s loan application not satisfying the bank 

because of having never got oneself into debt, thereby obtaining the credit rating 

necessary to obtain a loan to cover genuine hardship. Personal financial struggle 

worsens. And all around “great deals” and ad’s hyping the benefits of opening a 

such-and such bank account. There’s no money to open an account with! 

4) Refer back to the list of reasons and turn them into character traits.  E.G: 

i) A schemer 

ii) Someone out of control 

iii) A penny pincher 

iv) A stickler to the rules 

v) Blind faith 

5) Amass the traits into a single character and give him / her a name.  



6) Treat this character like a Voodoo doll, by which Séan meant, turn the tables and put 

him or her in a situation they’d find insufferable. Just to end with his example, Séan 

envisaged his banker being more salesman than accountant – kind of like Leslie 

Crowther on The Price is Right gameshow host, promising much but giving away 

nothing; getting people’s hopes up and making them worse off before falling victim 

to the economy rules himself. 

Above all, have fun with it!  


